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SAFETY OVERVIEW
SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITIES
SECTION I. Accident and Claim Reporting
All accidents will be reported to Risk Management in order to
determine the cause and what action must be taken to prevent
recurrence. Each supervisor will conduct periodic inspections in his
operations and take prompt corrective action when necessary.
SECTION II. Training & Safety Meetings
Risk Management will assist each department in developing and
coordinating effective safety programs and training. Monthly safety
meetings will be conducted by the appropriate supervisor in each
department. Quarterly safety meetings will be conducted by OMAG
(Oklahoma Municipal Assurance Group)
SECTION III. Safety Equipment
Mechanical safeguards and personal protective equipment will be
provided according to the hazards of the particular job and their
use shall be monitored periodically.
SECTION IV. Accidents & Injuries
Appropriate instruction regarding on-the-job injuries will be provided
as needed.
SECTION V. City Vehicles
Supervisors shall insure that all vehicle operation requirements are
met before employees operate City vehicles. Supervisors should
brief their employees on accident reporting procedures.
SECTION VI. General Safety Procedures
General safety procedures should be reviewed with employees.
SECTION VII. Special Operations
The use of jacks, excavation, and trench shoring are considered as
special operations. Employees engaged in service, maintenance
and repair work must receive training on an annual basis to remain
in compliance with federal regulations.

SECTION VIII. Work-zone Safety
Work zone safety requirements are outlined in this section with the
supervisors' responsibility for worker, vehicle and pedestrian safety.
SECTION IX. Lockout/Tagout
Review of mandatory procedures for securing machines or
equipment from energy sources for all employees engaged in
service, repairs, adjustments or modifications to systems or
equipment capable of causing injury from a stored or direct power
source.
SECTION X. Hazardous Communication
Supervisors shall insure the requirements of OSHA's Hazard
Communication Standard is understood and followed by their
employees. The City's responsibility for occupational exposure is
addressed in this section with reference to Safety Data Sheets. Safe
handling of chlorine gas, paints and solvents is also included.
SECTION XI. Confined Space Awareness
Employees will be able to identify both a permitted and nonpermitted confined space.
Confined spaces are not to be entered by any employee unless
they have been properly trained and certified to do so.
SECTION XII. Solid Waste Collection
Sanitation supervisors shall insure that employees involved in solid
waste collection are trained to look for hazards, understand fire
precautions and know the procedures to follow if a load should
ignite.
SECTION XIII. Welding and Equipment
Welding precautions, personal protection and safety procedures are
outlined. Filter lens information and selection is available under this
section as well as guidelines for the use and storage of compressed
oxygen and acetylene.
SECTION XIV. Bloodborne Pathogens
The possibility for an occupational exposure should be given priority
and appropriate protective equipment shall be provided.

SECTION XV. Other
Awareness of inclimate weather conditions and possible effects is
crucial. Employees are no longer immunized against poison ivy due
to the vaccine's proven ineffectiveness.

SAFETY OVERVIEW
EMPLOYEES' RESPONSIBILITIES
As an employee of the City and a part of the comprehensive safety
and loss prevention program, you are expected to place safe work
practices and identification of unsafe conditions as your highest
priority while performing your daily tasks. Your commitment to safety
must include, but is not limited to, the following:
 Wearing the proper personal protective equipment as
required;
 Operating only the equipment for which you have
received orientation, are of the appropriate grade, and
have been cleared by management;
 Reporting defective equipment immediately to your
supervisor;
 Warning co-workers of unsafe conditions or practices;
 Reporting all injuries and accidents regardless of severity;
 Reporting to the Risk Manager or appropriate Supervisor
any dangerous or unsafe conditions that could present a
hazard to co-workers or the public, e.g., broken/cracked
sidewalks or curbs, hanging limbs, loose handrails,
potholes, missing signs, etc. and strictly adhering to the
City's safety policies and procedures as outlined in this
manual.

I. TRAINING & SAFETY MEETINGS
A.

Supervisors' Responsibilities
1.

Each department is responsible for providing on-the-job training
to each employee on the topics that will enable the employee
to do his job safely and efficiently. The training will include, but
is not limited to:
a.

Orientation to general departmental and safety rules;

b.

Procedure for reporting on-the-job injuries;

c.

Requirements for use and operation of City vehicles;

d.

Safety requirements and precautions for tools, equipment
and special conditions;

e.

Required reporting of unsafe conditions; and

f.

Introduction to the Hazard Communication Program as it
relates to each particular job. Review and updates of the
Safety Data Sheets (SDS) will be discussed as needed.

2.

It shall be each supervisor's responsibility to make sure
employees attend mandatory safety meetings. Each supervisor
must retain records of attendance for each meeting and send
a copy to the Risk Manager. Risk Management will offer
specialized training and safety meetings as needed and as
available funds allow.

3.

Each supervisor shall hold periodic safety meetings with his crew
to re-enforce employee awareness of City safety policies and
procedures and to introduce new or revised safety practices.

4.

Each supervisor shall insure that each employee is fully trained
for the job the employee is assigned and that the employee is
familiar with published work rules and/or operation manuals.
Each supervisor shall also maintain training records at his office
location and also forward a copy to the Risk Manager for
record keeping purposes.

5.

B.

In the event that an employee reports that he/she is not
adequately trained for a particular task, it is the responsibility of
the supervisor to either a) assign the task to a qualified
employee or b) insure that the employee is adequately trained
for the task prior to leaving the employee to perform the task
without supervision.

Employees' Responsibilities
1.

Employees are to read and become familiar with the policies
and procedures outlined in this manual.

2.

Employees are expected to request information and training in
those tasks or on pieces of equipment with which he is not
familiar.

3.

Employees are to maintain safety awareness and report
hazards and dangerous equipment immediately.
The
immediate report of such issues is to be made to the direct
supervisor.

II. SAFETY EQUIPMENT
The following section covers Safety Equipment. Safety Equipment
such as Personal Protective Equipment’s use is determined by the
performance of a Job Hazard Analysis as required by 29 CFR
1910.132. If for any reason an employee or supervisor has concern
that the provided PPE is not appropriate protection for the job task
they are performing, they must contact the Department Director or
Risk Manager for an evaluation of the task prior to continuing with
the task. It is the responsibility of the City of Yukon to provide
appropriate personal protective and safety equipment for the tasks
that our employees perform. It is the responsibility of the employee
to properly use and maintain the equipment provided.
A.

Hearing Protection
Protection against the effects of noise exposure shall be provided
when the appropriate tests indicate sound levels exceed standards
established by OSHA. Ear protection inserted in the ear or head sets
shall be provided by each department and used when determined
necessary by the supervisor. Only hearing protection provided by
the City shall be acceptable on the job. Disposable ear protection
should not be reused and is never to be shared between
employees. Reusable ear protection such as ear muffs should be
cleaned after each use and properly stored. Hearing protection is
to be noise canceling in nature. Any item that introduces sound into
the wearer’s ear such as portable headphones, ear-buds, and/or
Bluetooth phone accessories are NOT considered hearing protection
and are not to be used as such. Furthermore, items such as
headphones and ear-buds are never to be used when performing
safety-sensitive tasks including, but not limited to, vehicle and
equipment operation.

B.

Head Protection
Approved hard hats shall be worn during all construction and/or
maintenance operations when there is a danger of falling objects.
Bump caps are not acceptable. “Cowboys Style” hard hats are not
permitted. Hard hat areas shall be observed by all City of Yukon
employees and will be worn when in the following situations:

C.

1.

Present on construction site for any reason where hard hat signs
are posted;

2.

All park, water, sewer, street, electric and construction work
being done with lifting equipment, where personnel are
working above other workers below ground level or with high
voltage electrical hazards;

3.

Any overhead work where the potential of falling or flying
objects exists including, but not limited to, tree trimming,
working around equipment with the potential to lift a load
overhead (backhoes, loaders, aerial lifts, etc.).

4.

When any City employee is performing a task where a potential
for head injury exists;

5.

In locations damaged by disaster, fire or flood, or other
situations which may have created structural damage or result
in falling material.

Face and Eye Protection
The safety equipment with the widest variety of design is goggles.
For protection of the eyes against impact, suitable spectacle or cup
goggles and eye shields shall be furnished when jobs could result in
eye damage.
1.

2.

3.

Employees who wear corrective glasses and must wear eye
protection during work projects shall wear goggles that can be
worn over their glasses. The only alternative for this is that the
employee’s prescription glasses are ANSI Z87 Safety Glasses with
prescription lenses.
Goggles or approved safety glasses shall be worn when running
concrete saws, grinders, sharpeners, welders, jack hammers,
weed eaters, mowers, edgers and all other operations where
the potential of a possible eye injury exists.
Special chemical goggles or acid hoods will be used when
there is a danger of eye damage from heat or chemical action.
Refer to the SDS sheet of the chemical being used for eye
protection guidelines.

D.

4.

Tinted glasses, i.e. sunglasses, are not to be worn as safety
eyewear. Any tinted glasses worn during an operation that
requires the use of safety glasses must be Z87 rated and
approved.

5.

A face shield is to be in the fully ‘down’ position when in use.
The bottom edge of a faceshield shall be even or below the
chin of the wearer. If an employee has to work with the
faceshield partially down during a task due to restricted vision
from scratches or splashes, then the shield must be cleaned or
replaced prior to resumption of the task. All faceshields are to
be appropriate to the task performed.

6.

ALL safety eyewear is to be ANSI Z87 certified. Sunglasses are
not considered to be safety eyewear and are not to be worn in
work areas that require safety eyewear.

7.

The only acceptable tint on safety eyewear is gray or “smoke”.
Tints such as yellow, green, and red are not to be used with the
exception of metal cutting with a torch (green tint acceptable).

8.

As with face shields, when safety glasses have become too
scratched to see clearly out of, they are to be replaced.

Foot Protection
The City provides steel-toed footwear for employees with jobs, which
require special footwear. If a task requires a special type of
footwear such as rubber boots or hip-waders, and the individual
performing the task normally wears a steel-toed boot/shoe, then the
specialty footwear will either be steel-toed or of the appropriate
design to support the use of a steel-toed boot in conjunction with
the specialty footwear.

E.

Hand Protection
Other than common injuries to the hands from friction, minor
abrasions and bumps, there are those injuries caused by particularly
rough, sharp and/or hot materials. Acids, alkalies, oils, solvents, and
other chemicals in handling and mixing processes require rubber,
neoprene or plastic gloves, depending on the substances involved.

The style and length of a protective glove is determined by the
necessary wrist and/or forearm protection. As gloves are one of the
most incorrectly used forms of PPE, it is best to refer to the PPE Task
Chart or Department Supervisor for correct type of glove to be used
for a specific task. Gloves are to fit snugly to the user’s hand,
regardless of type or style.
F.

Respiratory Equipment (29 CFR 1910.134 and 1926.103)
Examples of respiratory hazards include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nuisance dusts
Dusts of toxic materials such as lead and fluorides
Mists and fumes from chemicals and heated metals
Vapors and gases such as chlorine, ammonia and carbon
monoxide; and
Oxygen-deficient atmosphere resulting from loss of air by
chemical action or displacement by other gases or vapors.

Air contamination can cause respiratory problems ranging from mild
irritation to death. Because some of the most lethal gases give few
clearly recognizable warnings to the unsuspecting employee, it is
important to be aware of the possible air contamination hazard in all
occupations so that the correct respirator protection can be
furnished. Assistance in determining the type of respirator needed
can be found in OSHA Health Safety Standards, 1926.103, and by
consulting with the Risk Manager. It must be emphasized that
adequate ventilation or elimination of the air contamination is the
preferred method of lessening a respiratory hazard. When such a
system is used, the personal protective equipment will provide an
extra factor of safety for the spray or reduced concentration of
contaminants still present. This equipment shall be readily available
to use in shut-offs or for rescues in emergencies. Employees required
to use respiratory equipment, including self-contained breathing
apparatus, shall be thoroughly trained in its use and training shall be
updated regularly by qualified instructors.
Respiratory equipment shall be inspected regularly and maintained
in good condition. Equipment found to be defective shall not be
used and shall be reported to the appropriate supervisor
immediately.

The use of respiratory protection requires several criteria be met. A
medical questionnaire and fit testing as per 1910.134 must be
completed.
(Employees must be free of facial hair and/or any facial scarring
that prohibits a positive seal of the respiratory mask).
G.

H.

Machine Guards (29 CFR 1910.212)
1.

Protective guards shall not be removed
circumstances while the machine is in operation.

under

any

2.

Projecting shaft ends should present a smooth edge and shall
not project more than one-half the diameter of the shaft, unless
guarded by a non-rotating cup or safety sleeve.

3.

All projecting keys, setscrews and other unguarded projections
of moving parts shall be made flush or guarded by a metal
cover.

4.

Shaft couplings shall not present a hazard from bolts, nuts,
setscrews or other projections on revolving surfaces. Shaft
couplings shall be hood guarded.

5.

Where oiling must be done frequently, openings with hinged or
sliding self-closing covers shall be provided.

6.

Where oiling must be performed while a machine is in
operation, extension fittings shall be used so that the operator is
out of danger.

7.

Guards shall be designed not to interfere with the usual
machine operation, but to give maximum protection to the
operator.

Personal Corrective Devices
All employees are required to wear any personal corrective devices,
e.g. eye glasses, hearing aids, back braces, as determined by the
employee's physician or the requirements of this safety manual.
Other than prescription changes for visions, any prescribed brace,
splint, eye patch, etc. must be reported to the Risk Manager/Human

Resources Department for evaluation prior to the employee
beginning work.

III. ACCIDENTS, INJURIES & PROPERTY DAMAGE
A.

Vehicle and Property Damage
1.

When an accident involving City property or equipment in
which bodily injury or property damage occurs, immediately
contact:
1) Department Supervisor;
2) Police Department;
3) City Clerk and Risk Manager

An investigation of the matter must be undertaken prior to the
damaged property being removed. This will allow the City to better
perform adjusting activities, to collect witness information and other
evidence and assess situations where liability may exist.
B.

On-the-Job Injuries
Supervisors:
1.

NOTICE OF INJURY
If an employee under your supervision is injured on the job:
a.

You must contact the Risk Manager, or the HR Director to
obtain approval for medical treatment. The only exception
to this is in the event of a potentially life threatening or
emergency situation.
In that instance, contact 911
immediately and contact Risk Management as soon as
the employee has been transported to an emergency
room.

b.

You must accurately complete the Injury/Illness Report and
submit the form to the Risk Manager within 24 hours
following the injury. The supervisor is to fill out the Injury
report, include witness statements and have the employee
sign the report.

c.

Injury and illness records (ODOL Form 300) will be kept at
the office of the Risk Manager. This log must be retained
for five (5) years following the end of the calendar year to
which it relates.

Employees:
1.

If you are injured on the job, it is important that the injury be
reported to your supervisor immediately.
In the event you have any questions or concerns about your
injury or medical treatment, you should immediately contact
the Risk Manager or HR Director.

IV. CITY VEHICLES
A.

Vehicles and Property Damage
When an accident involving City property or equipment where
bodily injury or property damage has occurred, the Supervisor, Risk
Manager and City Clerk shall be contacted immediately after so
that an investigation of the matter can be undertaken prior to
removal of damaged property. This will allow the City to better
perform adjustor activities, to collect witness information and other
evidence and assess situations where liability to the City may exist. In
the event that an accident occurs involving a City vehicle, while the
vehicle is in operation that results in damage to property such as a
vehicle accident on the street or in a parking lot the Police
Department is to be contacted to obtain a police investigation
report.

B.

Accident Review Requirements
All accidents or incidents involving any City employee or equipment
must be reported to the Supervisor, Risk Manager and City Clerk with
the following information:
a.

A copy of any report from Police of the incident;

b.

A statement from the employee(s) involved; list of
witnesses and statements;

c.

A description of the City vehicle and/or equipment
property involved;

d.

A description of the location of the incident and the
property damaged or the names of anyone injured and a
description of the injuries; and/or

e.

Photographs taken of the vehicles and/or damaged
property, photographs of the scene of the accident.
Post-accident drug or alcohol testing will be conducted

f.

If the equipment is City owned, no defective part shall be
repaired or disposed of until authorized by the Department
Director.

3.

C.

The City Attorney's office will be notified in writing of all written
complaints against the City, a City department, a City official or
a City employee as a result of any incident that may have
occurred. Any claim made by a citizen of City caused private
property damage should be referred to the City Clerk. At no
time is it allowed for an employee to engage in the handling of
such a claim without expressed permission from the City Clerk or
Assistant City Manager of Administration.

Vehicle Operation
Supervisors:
1.

In order to operate a City vehicle of any type, the supervisor
shall insure that each employee has:
a.

A valid Oklahoma driver's license appropriate for the
vehicle(s) to be driven;

b.

Completed orientation including City driving rules and
accident reporting procedures;

c.

Been trained in the operation and use of special use
vehicles and off-the-road equipment by the supervisor.

2.

Records of employees having completed training in special use
vehicles will be recorded on standard forms retained at the
employees' work place.

3.

Supervisors shall check employee driver's licenses annually.
Documentation of this check shall be submitted to the office of
the Risk Manager/ Human Resources.

4.

No employee shall be required to operate a vehicle for which
the employee has not been adequately trained to operate
including safety procedures, tire and wheel changing
procedures as appropriate and the vehicle maintenance
requirements that pertain to that vehicle.

It is the supervisor's responsibility to follow the policy of the City that no
employee be allowed to operate a vehicle for which he does not have the
appropriate classification of driver's license.

Employees:
1.

Driving privileges for City vehicles will expire with the expiration
or suspension of the employee's state or federal driver's license
or at termination of employment, whichever occurs first.
Operating a vehicle without a valid driver's license or a license
for which the appropriate classification is not possessed is a
violation of state and federal law.

2.

D.

A vehicle walk-around shall be performed at the beginning of
each shift and when an employee checks out a vehicle during
the shift. Never assume that someone else has performed this
task. Remember the current driver of the vehicle is responsible
for a malfunctioning component. The pre-operation checklist is
your documentation the walk-around was performed.

Driving Rules and Regulations
All drivers of City vehicles and those using their personal vehicles to
conduct City business will comply with all applicable federal and
state laws as well as the following regulations of the City:
1.
USE OF SEATBELTS:
All persons operating or riding in City vehicles shall wear seat
belts at all times while the vehicle is in motion. Any employee
driving or riding in violation of the seatbelt policy shall be
subject to departmental discipline with the exception of,
pursuant to the supervisor's discretion, pickup trucks and heavy
equipment when stop and go driving is necessary, i.e. filling
potholes, sanitation route stops, etc. Refer to the Oklahoma
Mandatory Seat Belt Use Act, effective February 1, 1987.
2.

PARKING:
a.

City vehicles are not to park in "NO PARKING" zones except
in emergency situations or in required performance of
official duties. At the time a vehicle is parked in a "NO
PARKING" zone, emergency blinkers will be turned on.

b.

No unsecured City vehicle is to be left unattended (out of
direct sight of the responsible employee) with the ignition

key left in the ignition. City vehicles will be locked when
not occupied whenever possible.

3.

c.

Before initial use of any vehicle each day, the driver will do
a walk-around inspection of the vehicle for damage or
any inoperable equipment, check the tire condition,
motor oil or any other condition which might warrant
attention. Use of a vehicle daily/monthly inspection check
list is strongly recommended.

d.

In the event that a City vehicle is stopped in or at the
edge of a roadway, the vehicle’s emergency lighting must
be utilized if the speed limit is over 25 m.p.h. or if a lane of
traffic obscured. In the event that a City vehicle is parked
on a residential street with a posted speed limit of or below
25 miles per hour, a single or series of cones are to be
used.

EQUIPMENT:
a.

Seat belts will be provided in all vehicles for driver and
passengers.
Seat belts are to be worn at all times of
operation. If for any reason a seat belt is considered to be
in malfunction, the equipment is to be reported to
supervisor immediately and turned into Fleet Services.

b.

Turn signals will be utilized by all drivers at all times in ample
time to warn oncoming or following vehicles of the driver's
intent.

c.

Drivers will insure that the windows, headlights, tail lights,
and wipers are clean and operational at all times.

d.

Tailgates will be up and latched when vehicles are in
motion. If a vehicle's function requires that the tailgate
remain in the open position to carry a load which projects
past four (4) feet, a red flag will be attached to the end of
the load in accordance with state law.

e.

If the vehicle does not have a tailgate but is loaded, the
driver of the vehicle will insure that the load is secure on

f.

g.

the truck and that overhangs are properly marked with a
flag according to state law.
Employees operating heavy machinery and/or vehicles
that require any level of CDL licensing from the State of
Oklahoma shall not use a cellular telephone in any
manner during the operation of the equipment/vehicle.
In all cases, the driver of the vehicle is responsible for all
necessary conditions being met on each vehicle before it
is operated. This includes but is not limited to, loads in
trailers and dump beds.

*NOTE: See Appendix A at the back of this manual for Vehicle
Inspection Checklist
E.

BACKING PROCEDURES
Backing of vehicles which do not have a clear view of the
entire rear end will be done with the assistance of a spotter or
guide. If a second person is in the vehicle, it is mandatory for
him to get out and guide the vehicle back using appropriate
hand signals and voice signals.
If the driver is alone and backing is the only alternative, he will
get out of the vehicle and inspect the rear before backing,
while traveling forward through narrowly restricted roadways.
In vehicles equipped with backing camera:
-Continue to check and use all mirrors.
-Back as slowly as possible a short distance until able to
move forward.
-If a second person is in the vehicle that is equipped with
camera, it is mandatory they exit vehicle to perform the
duty as spotter.
Updated 7/01/2020

In crowded conditions all drivers shall give an audio warning by
horn or backup alarm and check all mirrors before any
backward movement is made. Spotters must be positioned in
clear view of the driver and this must be maintained throughout

the backing maneuver.
vehicle or on a tailboard.

The spotter shall not be in trailing

BACKING WITH A TRAILER:
When backing with a trailer, turn the steering wheel in the
opposite direction intended. Turn the steering wheel in the
other direction to follow the trailer once it begins to turn. When
backing with a trailer position the vehicle so that it can be
backed in a straight path when possible. If backing on a
curved path, back to the driver's side so that an effective view
is maintained during the entire backing process. Use the side
mirrors and as soon as the trailer begins to drift from its proper
path, turn the steering wheel in the direction of the drift.
Spotters are to be used at all times as explained in the above
section. If a vehicle is operated with a trailer with a single driver,
when parked that vehicle is to be parked in a manner that will
not require the vehicle be backed unless a spotter will be
available at the time the vehicle is to leave.
In review:
1) look at your path;
2) back slowly;
3) back and turn toward the driver's side;
and
4) use a spotter.
F.

SPECIAL VEHICLE EQUIPMENT
a.

Special equipment such as tractors, lifts, graders, plows or
any unit having special devices added for specific types
of work will require formal documented instruction prior to
operation. This will include:


Daily inspection;



Explanation/demonstration of control devices;



Explanation/demonstration of safety features;



Maintenance needs of the unit such as water,
grease, oil, and the appropriate methods of
maintaining machinery.



Instruction in parking procedures, loading and
unloading from trailer and method of
securing; and



Documentation
maintained
by
each
department showing name of trainer and the
date of training. Documentation of training
must include a comprehensive evaluation
form of both testing and operational
evaluation of the trainee.

b.

Passengers will ride only in seats designed for passengers
on special equipment. All operators and passengers shall
use safety restraints.

c.

Every slow moving vehicle, equipment or other machinery,
designed for use at speeds less than 25 miles per hour, shall
be equipped with a slow-moving vehicle emblem. The
emblem is to be in good condition, of appropriate color,
appropriate placement, and in clear, unobstructed view
from behind vehicle. This includes all road construction
and maintenance machinery. Vehicles or equipment
displaying this emblem shall not be driven in excess of 25
miles per hour and shall be followed with a vehicle with
rotating caution lights. At no time is piece of equipment
allowed on a roadway without a chase vehicle. It is the
responsibility of the equipment operator to not leave the
chase vehicle. If a signal light or traffic separates the two
vehicles, the equipment operator MUST pull off of the
roadway at the nearest safe location and wait for the
chase vehicle before resuming to final destination.

d.

Flashing lights shall be utilized on road and street
maintenance equipment, road/street maintenance
vehicles and road service vehicles when in operation or to
designate a hazard.
Use of special equipment without training on record and
appropriate authorization may result in disciplinary action.

e.

f.

It is the responsibility of the operator to insure that all
personnel in the work zone are wearing the appropriate
personal protection prior to operation of equipment, i.e.
hardhats, safety glasses, etc.

g.

Keys shall not be left in unattended equipment or vehicles.
A vehicle that is out of the operators sight or across a
roadway that prevents the operator immediate access to
the vehicle is considered “unattended”.

Emergency vehicles under emergency situations are exempt
from the above and normal motor vehicle laws and rules while
responding to a call that requires lights and siren use, but are
required to exercise due caution and care.
G.

General Vehicle Safety
1.

Passengers shall ride only in seats designed for travel; riding on
the sides, tailgates, etc., is prohibited. Riding on running boards
of trucks is prohibited with the only exception of some sanitation
personnel.

2.

Drivers will carry their state and/or federal licenses at all times
when driving.

3.

Each employee who operates a City vehicle, even if only
occasionally, is required to report suspension or revocation of
his license to the supervisor who will in turn advise the Risk
Manager’s office and the Human Resources Department. The
supervisor is responsible for disciplinary action for an employee
failing to report a change in license status.

4.

All traffic laws and ordinances will be adhered to by all City
drivers with the only exception being emergency vehicles with
red lights and siren in operation.
To be termed an emergency vehicle by state law, a siren, horn
or bell must be in operation. In most instances red/blue lights
and siren shall be activated whenever it is necessary to
disregard provisions of Title 47 of the Oklahoma Statutes. This
exemption granted to emergency vehicles by Title 47, Motor
Vehicle Highway Safety Code, does not relieve the driver from

5.

the duty to drive with due regard for the safety of all persons
using the roadways.
6.

The headlights will be turned on during periods of limited
visibility.

7.

Consumption of or being under the influence of alcoholic
beverages, narcotics or medication which may cause
drowsiness prior to or during the operation of City vehicles or
equipment is prohibited. This includes prescription medication
containing any form of narcotics, muscle relaxant, etc.

8.

Trailers are to be fastened securely to hitches. Safety pins in
pintel locks shall be used. Safety chains shall be crossed under
the hitch and securely fastened before moving the vehicle.
Trailers with one or more safety chains or hitch lock pins missing
or inoperative shall not be used. All trailers must have lighting
checked for operational soundness prior to leaving the yard.
Any lighting noted to be inoperable must be addressed and
repaired prior to the trailer being used on the roadway.

9.

All items which might be transported either in a truck or trailer
which may move around during transport shall be secured. Any
equipment such as skid steer, track hoe, etc. transported by
trailer shall be secured with chains in a manner that prohibits
movement while in transport.

10.

The number of passengers in a vehicle is limited to the number
of seat belts/safety restraints provided. Seat belts MUST be used
by all occupants of the vehicle.

11.

Only authorized emergency vehicles, as defined in Oklahoma
Statutes (Police, Fire, Civil Defense, and Ambulance), shall
display red and/or blue lights from the front of the vehicle.
Yellow lights shall be used by other City vehicles.

12.

Never attempt to grease or service specialty equipment unless
the equipment is shut off. In the event that a component is to
be greased but must be extended, dropped, raised, etc. either
fully or partially, the equipment must be braced either by
mechanical braces (by the manufacturer) or the ground and

THE ENGINE SHUT OFF, prior to the employee continuing. At no
time shall a “home-made” brace be utilized.
13.

H.

No texting or use of personal or City cell phone while driving a
city vehicle. If you receive a call or text you must pull over and
stop before taking the call.

Safety Cones
In addition to the above requirements, the drivers of all vans, heavy
trucks, tractors, pickup trucks in excess of 1/2 ton and construction
equipment shall use safety cones. The following procedures for
utilization of safety cones apply to all drivers including all supervisory
and management personnel:
1.

Safety cones shall be used to remind the driver to "safety circle
check" the vehicle each time it is going to be entered and
moved.

2.

Safety cones shall be used at all times when parking outside of
fenced-in vehicle storage yards.

3.

Placement of cones:
a.

Parallel Parking - the safety cone will be placed adjacent
to the rear bumper.

b.

Nose-In Parking - when the nose of the vehicle is pulled
into place, the safety cone is placed to the rear of the
vehicle and centered.

c.

Back-In Parking - when the vehicle is backed into place,
the safety cone is placed in front of the vehicle and
centered.

d.

Parking On Roadway With Trailer – a cone is to be placed
at a minimum at the rear corner, center of side of the truck
trailer combination and the front corner of the side that is
exposed to traffic. If the vehicle is in the center of the
roadway, then cones should be in these specified
locations on both sides.

The above procedures in no way change the procedures on the
placement of safety cones used to direct traffic around work
locations where construction or other work is in progress.
I.

Fueling Procedure

The fueling station for the City is located at 501 Ash. In order to be able to
fuel a City vehicle, a fuel key must be obtained by the Fleet Services
Department. The following are fueling guidelines that must be followed:
1.

Turn off engine.

2.

Cell phone usage and Smoking while fueling vehicles is
prohibited.

3.

Only use the assigned fuel keys.

4.

Put fuel nozzle into filling opening

5.

Turn pump to on position and begin fueling.

6.

Vehicles being fueled are not to be left unattended.

7.

Upon completion of fueling, return pump to off position and
place nozzle into holder.

8.

Do not leave the fuel hose lying in traffic lane.

9.

Any spillage of fuel is to be reported immediately.

10. Never allow temporary employees to refuel vehicles.
J.

Aerial Lifts (29 CFR 1926.453)

Aerial lifts are vehicle-mounted, boom-supported aerial platforms, such as
cherry pickers or bucket trucks, used to access utility lines and other above
ground job-sites. The major causes of fatalities are falls, electrocutions, and
collapses or tip over.
1.

Only trained and authorized personnel are allowed to operate
the aerial lift equipment.

2.

Maintain and operate elevating work platforms according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.

3.

Never override hydraulic, mechanical, or electrical safety
devices.

4.

Never move equipment with workers in an elevated platform
unless this is permitted by the manufacturer.

5.

Do not allow workers to position themselves between overhead
hazards, such as joists and beams, and the rails of the basket.
Movement of the lift could crush the worker(s).

6.

Maintain a minimum clearance of at least 10 feet, or 3 meters,
away from the nearest energized overhead lines.

7.

Always treat power lines, wires and other conductors as
energized, even if they are down and appear to be insulated.

8.

Use a body harness or restraining belt with a lanyard attached
to the boom or basket to prevent the worker(s) from being
ejected or pulled from the basket.

9.

Set the brakes and use wheel chocks when on an incline.

9. Use outriggers, if provided.
10. Do not exceed the load limits of the equipment. Allow for the
combined weight of the worker, tools and materials.

V. GENERAL SAFETY PROCEDURES
A.

GUIDELINES
1.

Practical jokes and horseplay have no place on the job. Any
employee participating in such activities shall be subject to
disciplinary action.

2.

Drinking of alcoholic beverages or using narcotics on the job or
during working hours is prohibited and may lead to disciplinary
action.

3.

Work should be at a steady and consistent pace. Running on
the job is discouraged.

4.

Actions such as running up/down stairs, jumping from an
elevation such as a bench or platform, climbing on/off a
moving vehicle, etc., may result in injury and must be avoided.

5.

All tools and equipment shall be inspected prior to use.
Defective items shall be reported to supervisors and removed
from service for repair or replacement.

6.

All hazardous areas and/or equipment shall be clearly marked
with appropriate signs or tags. All hazard warning signs and
tags shall be obeyed.

7.

Only properly authorized and trained City personnel shall
operate City equipment.

8.

All machinery and equipment shall have appropriate safety
guards installed in accordance with manufacturers'
recommendations and good safety practice. These safety
guards shall not be removed except for servicing.
The
Lockout/Tagout procedure shall be used. Guards shall be
replaced before returning machinery or equipment to service.

9.

Appropriate clothing suitable to the type of work performed
shall be worn. Loose clothing shall not be worn near machinery
or equipment with moving parts.

10.

Jewelry such as rings, identification bracelets, etc., shall be
removed when work involves climbing, material handling or
operating mechanical or electrical equipment.

11.

Protective equipment and/or clothing shall be worn as required
by rules specified for each department. Employees failing to
make use of provided protective equipment shall be subject to
disciplinary action.

12.

The prescribed tools must be used to do the job. Caution is
required when carrying hand tools.

13.

All first aid and fire equipment shall be maintained and
accessible for emergency use.

14.

Handling materials:
a.

Know and use the proper way to lift and use caution when
lifting or lowering materials.

b.

Always ask for assistance when handling heavy loads or
loads of ungainly shape or size.

c.
d.

Use the proper equipment for lifting or moving a load.
Get a firm footing, with your feet apart for a stable stance.
Stand close to the load. Squat (do not bend at the waist).

e.

Lift with the legs, bringing your back to the vertical
position.
Hold the load close to your body. This puts less strain on
your back.
Set the load down again by squatting, not by bending
your back. Remember to keep your fingers out from under
the load!

f.
g.

h.

Keep hands away from pinch points, such as between
walls, doorways, handrails and objects being handled.

i.

Remove exposed nails from all lumber, crates, etc., before
handling.

15.

j.

When stacking materials for storage, make sure the base is
firm and level; and the materials are not stacked too high.
Cross-stack whenever possible.

k.

When cutting wire or metal straps, stand clear so flying or
loose ends will not strike you and warn others of the
danger.

l.

Make sure the path through which you must move
material is free of traffic, tripping hazards and other
dangers before moving.

m.

Keep aisles to exits and fire equipment clear.

Using hand tools:
a.

Tools not in use shall be stored properly on racks or in
suitable tool boxes.

b.

16.

Maintain tools in good working condition. Inspect tools
regularly for damage such as mushroomed striking heads,
loose or cracked handles, bent or sprung jaws, etc.
Defective tools shall not be used until repaired or
replaced.
Using portable power tools:
a.

Inspect tools before using.

b.

Portable electric tools shall always be grounded, either at
the frame or by use of a three-wire conductor and plug.

c.

In wet locations wear rubber boots and gloves or stand on
a good dry insulating mat or platform.

d.

Maintain electric cords in good condition. Electric cords
that have breaks in insulation, cracked plugs, or plug
blades that are loose are not to be used.

e.

Do not operate power tools unless required guards are in
place and adjusted.

f.

When working on equipment or machinery that is or can
be energized, shut off power, wait for machine to stop and
lock out starting switch (disconnect electrical plug or spark
plug wire) before making adjustments or clearing jammed
objects.

g.

Do not refuel a running or hot engine. Refuel outdoors.
Use only properly marked cans (OSHA approved) to carry,
store or fuel with gasoline. Store in a safe place and avoid
spillage.
Never smoke or operate a cell phone when refueling.

h.

Do not leave engines running when unattended.

i.

Do not overspeed the engine. Operate it at the slowest
speed needed for effective operation.

It is not possible to cover in detail all dangerous or hazardous situations that
might arise on the job site. Most hazardous situations and conditions can
be avoided with proper planning.

VI. SPECIAL OPERATIONS
A.

Tractor Mowing
1.

The mower operator shall insure that the area to be mowed is
clear of debris and consider any possible physical hazards
including degree of incline before beginning mowing
operations.

2.

Do not "tractor" mow horizontally where the steepness of the
incline could pose a danger or on abnormal terrain where the
safety of the operator could be jeopardized.

3.

Use added caution when mowing wet grassy inclines.

4.

When mowing with arm mounted mower, always cut with the
blades pointed toward the up side of the slope. Where steeper
slopes are involved, it is permissible to mow one arm bar length
down the slope provided the tractor is on level ground.

5.

Make sure all guards are in place to minimize the danger from
flying debris.

6.

Raise blades when crossing driveways or roads.

7.

Check all blades for cracks or faults before installation. Do not
heat or weld broken blades.

8.

Changing and cleaning blades presents a safety hazard. The
engine shall be shut off and a "DO NOT USE" sign placed in clear
view or attached to the steering wheel before changing blades
or making adjustments. Put the engine key in your pocket as an
added safeguard.
When mowing near a roadway or other public place, signs shall
be placed at sufficient distance to notify approaching traffic
that there are mowing operations ahead.
Adjust mowing speed according to surrounding conditions.

9.
10.
11.

All tractors must have the reflective orange triangle slow
moving vehicle sign.

B.

Hand Mowing, Edging, and Weed Eaters
Precautions to be observed for hand mowing:

C.

1.

The area should first be cleared of debris.

2.

Disconnect spark plug wire when cleaning or replacing blade.

3.

Shut off motor when mower is unattended.

4.

Shut off motor and permit motor to cool before refueling.

5.

Keep fingers and toes away from blade.

6.

Make cuts at right angles to the slope.

7.
8.

Safety shoes and safety glasses are required.
When edging or weed-eating next to a busy street, avoid
walking in the street guttering. A chase vehicle is to be used
with flashing lights to protect the employee as they are
performing this task. The chase vehicle is to be no closer than
15 feet behind the employee.

9.

Never attempt to make adjustments on a mower, weed-eater,
or edger with the engine running.

10.

Any mowing/lawn care work performed at the edge or within
10 feet of a roadway requires a Type II reflective vest. Hand
mowing, weed-eating, and/or edger work requires the use of
safety glasses.

Chain Saw Operation
1.

Always use the appropriate size chain saw for the work
performed. The blade of the saw shall be a minimum of 2”
longer than the circumference of the tree/limb being cut.

2.

Safety glasses, hearing protection, and chain-saw chaps are to
be used for all chain saw operations.

3.

Hard hats are to worn.

4.

D.

Be aware of any sawing operations when you are in the work
area. Never assume that the operator of the saw is aware of
your location.

Jacks
Always use good judgment in selecting jacks for a particular job.

E.

1.

Choose only a jack that is rated for the load.

2.

Always make sure that the footing is substantial and at right
angles to the direction of lift.

3.

Protect hands, particularly knuckles, by placing the jack so that
there will be a free and unobstructed swing of the handle.

4.

Avoid using jacks with leaks at the cylinder.

5.

While jacks are under load, place jack handles so they will not
create a tripping hazard to others. Remove handle when
possible.

6.

Install adequate blocking or stands under all jack-lifted loads
before attempting to work under them.

Excavation - Hand Digging
Prior to any digging in the rights-of-way or easements call OKIE to
locate all underground utilities. Any unclear locations or markings
are to be re-located prior to digging.
Any marked utilities are to be “pot-holed” with hand shovels to
determine exact location and direction of the marked utility.
Wear hard hats when working in a trench or excavation area.

F.

Excavation – Back Hoes and Track Hoes
Only qualified personnel shall operate a trenching machine, back
hoe excavator, or track hoe.

1.

Never attempt to oil or grease the mechanism or to make any
repairs or adjustments to any moving part of the machine while
it is in use. Put the key in your pocket before doing any of the
above to insure that no one starts the machine while it is being
serviced.

2.

Guard all moving parts. Make sure that no one is near the
equipment before you start it.

3.

Stop the machine to remove obstructions from buckets.

4.

Be alert for falling materials that might roll from the bucket.

5.

When practical, drop trench dirt between the trench and the
highway to act as a barrier.

6.

Spoil dirt shall be at least two (2) feet back from the edge of the
excavation.

7.

The equipment is to be filled with fuel prior to being brought to
the jobsite.

8.

Excavations left unattended for any amount of time should be
secured with fencing. In trenches greater than two feet deep,
blaze orange fencing is to be used around the perimeter of the
trench. Any trench or excavation in or near a roadway is to be
marked with lighted warning devices such as barriers or barrels.
Cones used to secure excavations should be a minimum of 30
inches tall and yellow tape stating “Caution-Do Not Cross” on
the tape.

9.

Walls of trench are to be formed utilizing benching or sloping
when possible. Any trench over 4 feet deep is REQUIRED to
have a ladder positioned every 25 feet of trench length.

10.

Operators of equipment SHALL NOT attempt to remove dirt
from a trench, actively dig, or any activity that potentially puts
into compromise the integrity of a trench when employees are
in the trench.

G.

Excavation - Shoring
Proper trench shoring cannot be reduced to a standard formula. As
a general rule, any trench 5 feet deep or more is to be shored if
space or conditions do not allow for benching or sloping. Exception
to this general rule can only be made by the Supervisor/Director.
OSHA lists specific requirements for shoring of trenches.
The following are general precautions:
1.

Either use tight sheet shoring to guard against the caving in of
sandy soil or loose material when the depth of the trench
exceeds five (5) feet, or cut back the bank to a safe angle of
repose. The safest angle is a ratio of 2:1.

2.

In hard clay or stable soil, use vertical planking braced at
intervals against the walls to shore trenches. Shoring is not
required for solid rock.

3.

Extend shoring of any type to the bottom of the trench
whenever possible. Excavation or shoring material to a level no
greater than two (2) feet below the bottom of the members of
the support is permitted, but only if the system is designed to
resist the forces calculated for the full depth of the trench and
there are no indications while the trench is open of a possible
loss of soil from behind or below the support system. Use only
approved lumber/plywood that is sound and straight. Brace
thoroughly either with screw jacks, hydraulic jacks or by timbers
placed at right angles to the shoring and rigidly cleated and
screwed or wedged in place. Hydraulic shoring will be given
first priority when possible.

4.

Install the upper brace or screw jacks first and remove them last
for best protection.

5.

Be aware of trench dimensions, soil stability, variable weather
and moisture conditions, proximity of other structures, weight
and placement of soil and equipment to be used on the job.

6.

It is the responsibility of the crew leader and supervisor that the
provisions of this section are followed. TRENCHES DEEPER THAN
5 FEET MUST HAVE MEASURES TAKEN TO DECREASE THE RISK OF

COLLAPSE. A trench 5 feet or deeper that is not shored MUST
be inspected by the Risk Manager prior to any work beginning
in the trench.
7.

In the event that a trench requiring shoring is longer than the
shoring available, employees are to set available shoring in
accordance with regulations. At no time is any employee
allowed in the unprotected portion of the trench. Prior to this
type of operation, the Supervisor/Director must be notified and
an inspection of the proposed work condition performed.
13 SAFE STEPS TO EXCAVATION & TRENCHING

1.

Utilities
Call OKIE before digging in rights-of-way or easements. Insure that
locates are clear and that you understand the markings. If there are
any questions regarding locate, OKIE must be contacted for
clarification. If the area of the dig is covered with debris, limbs,
branches, leaves, trees, etc., the area must be cleared and a clear
marking of the proposed dig made with white paint and white flags
prior to contacting OKIE.

2.

Surface Encumbrances
Remove objects such as trees, sidewalks, signs, walls and posts that
are in the way or could possibly fall into the trench.

3.

Access & Egress (entering or exiting the trench)
Equip trenches deeper than four (4) feet with runways, ramps or
ladders within a minimum of twenty-five (25) feet of the reach of
employees inside the work area. Ladders must be of the length that
provides for at least three rungs be above the top edge of the
trench.

4.

Exposure to Traffic
Type II traffic safety vests are to be worn when working in or within 10
feet of a roadway. Appropriate pre-warning signs, cones, barrels,
and/or barriers are to be used when working in or at the edge of a
roadway.

5.

Exposure to Falling Loads
Due to the nature of the equipment used for excavation, the
potential to being exposed to overhead hazards is great enough
that an approved hard hat is worn at all times in a work zone where
trenching is being performed.

6.

Warning Systems
Use back-up alarms when operating heavy equipment. Barricade
trenches when left unattended.

7.

Emergency Rescue
Be prepared at the site with proper equipment including but not
limited to breathing apparatus, safety harness, etc.

8.

Hazardous Atmosphere
Test the air before entering and monitor frequently. (Any reading
that sounds alarm of the monitor requires the excavation to be
exited immediately)

9.

Water Accumulation
Pump out water when in excess of six inches (6").

10.

Stability of Adjacent Structures
Shore, Brace and/or underpin when trenching near a wall or
building.

11.

Protection from Loose Rocks and Soil
Rock, soil, tools and equipment must be a least two feet (2') from the
edge of the trench. Observers and/or laborers on topside of trench
should avoid standing on edge of trench. Never intentionally kick
rocks or dirt into a manned trench.

12.

Fall Protection
Install a walkway with railing if crossing over the trench is necessary.

13.

Inspection
Inspect and re-inspect the trench work area before each shift and
anytime conditions occur which could change the environment.

H.

Ladders
Mishaps involving electricity and falls from high places are the two
most critical types of injuries involving ladders and scaffolding. Other
hazards include: splinters, slivers and slips that can cause sprains,
strains, bruises and abrasions. The following safety procedures will
help prevent accidents and possible injury:
1.

Metal ladders shall not be used in the vicinity of electrical
circuits.

2.

Ladders are to be inspected prior to each use. Inspect ladder
feet to insure that they are in working condition and non-skid
surface is in place. Inspect rungs for defects or buckles.
Inspect bracing and extension locks for proper operation.
Ladders are only acceptable with all components as
assembled by the manufacturer of the ladder.

3.

Wooden ladders or planks shall not be painted because
defects may be covered up. Use only a wood preservative.

4.

Nonskid feet shall be used on all straight and extension ladders.

5.

When properly placed, the feet of the ladder shall be
approximately one-fourth (1/4) as long as the vertical, i.e. if the
ladder is leaned against a wall eight feet high, the feet should
be set two feet from the wall. Ladders must never be placed
against a window sash. A minimum 3 feet shall extend above
the edge of the trench.

6.

When using a straight ladder, it shall be long enough to extend
at least three rungs above the level to which the user is
climbing. Stepladders shall not be used in lieu of straight
ladders. They are not designed for this.

I.

7.

If the feet of a straight ladder are to rest on an unsecured
surface, secure the ladder in position by the use of hooks,
ropes, spikes, cleats or other anti-slip devices or by stationing
someone at the base of the ladder to hold it in position during
use.

8.

Never stand higher than the second step from the top of a step
ladder.

9.

Only one person shall be on a ladder at a time.

10.

Never carry articles in hand while climbing. Use a hand line to
raise and lower tools and materials or suspend them suitably in
a tool belt.

11.

Always face a ladder when ascending and descending, and
always use both hands.

12.

Clean muddy or slippery shoes before beginning to climb a
ladder.

13.

Keep rungs clean and free of grease, oil or caked-on dirt.

14.

If it is necessary to place a ladder near a door or where there is
potential foot traffic, set up warning signals or take other
precautions to prevent accidental contact.

Scaffolding
1.

Proper supervision is required to erect scaffolding. Planks and
other material used in building scaffolding shall be sound and
free from knots. Make sure that the planks remain in good
condition.

2.

Planking shall be adequately cleated. The scaffolding used for
work over ten feet (10') off the ground shall have toe boards,
mid-rails and handrails. Scaffolding shall be tight planked.

3.

Tools left on top of the scaffolding can easily fall to the ground
and cause an injury. Keep tools in a bucket or box lashed to
the scaffolding.

J.

Forklifts
1.

Only licensed operators are allowed to operate a forklift for the
City of Yukon. The operator must be licensed for the type of
forklift they are operating. Previous experience without a
license is not acceptable.

2.

Never use a forklift as a man lift for any length of time or height.

3.

Forklifts are to be used to handle material only. They are not to
be used as hoists or cranes.

VII. WORKZONE SAFETY
A.

Construction and Maintenance in the Roadway
Preparations shall be made to assure vehicle and pedestrian safety
before street construction or repair work.
Supervisors:
1.

If traffic is affected by the operation, proper signing shall be
used to warn in advance of the work area and traffic control
signs in and around the affected area are to be correctly
placed and maintained through the period the work is being
performed and traffic obstructions exist.

2.

Where barricades and signs are used overnight, supervisors shall
examine the work area for proper placement at the end of the
workday.

Employees:
1.

Lighted barricades shall be used whenever needed for
overnight protection.

2.

A flagman wearing a reflective vest and hard hat shall be
stationed where traffic must be periodically stopped or
obstructed by workers or equipment in the traveled portion of a
roadway.

3.

All workers and managers in or within 10 feet of the roadway
shall wear Type II reflective safety vests while at the worksite.

4.

Flagmen shall be used to slow or direct traffic where the
approach to the work area does not provide adequate
visibility.

5.

All plates used to cover holes in the street on a temporary basis
shall be "spiked" in place.
In any case where streets are significantly obstructed or closed
for any period of time, the Police and Fire Departments shall be
contacted with the following information; location, level of
obstruction, expected duration of job, and completion of work.

6.

J.

7.

Work such as street removal, excavation, trenching that poses
a potential of overhead hazards requires the use of a hard hat
by occupants of the work zone.

8.

At no time is a member of the general public allowed into an
active work zone. In the event that a civilian enters the work
zone, all work is to stop immediately and is not to resume until
the work zone is cleared of civilians or unprotected personnel.

General Street Repair Safety
Crack Sealing
1.

Long sleeves are recommended when working with crack
sealer.

2.

Never add more than one block of crack seal to pot at a time.
Close lid fully when adding tar to avoid splash out.

3.

Avoid getting hot crack seal splashed on skin. In the event that
hot crack seal contacts the skin:
a. use cool water to cool the sealer
b. never pull cooled crack seal from the skin
c. contact supervisor immediately

4.

Avoid breathing hot asphalt vapors.

5.

Never attempt to remove any component from crack seal gun
or hose without first back flowing system.

6.

As crack sealing usually requires a longer than normal work
zone, be aware of potential encroachments of the zone.
Always keep an eye on traffic.

7.

Never park a crack seal machine or any vehicle that has an
activated heating element over the gas fill covers located to
the north of the fueling island at Fleet or in the parking lot of a
convenience store.
Do not overheat the kettle or turn the heat so low that the
flame goes out and gas accumulates. If the flame goes out,
wait at least five minutes before attempting to re-light.

8.

9.

The operator of the air gun is to wear a face shield when
blowing out cracks. The face shield must be in the fully down
position when the nozzle is in use.

10.

Use dry sand or dirt, not water, to put out an asphalt fire.

Asphalt Repair
1.

Pre-warning signs and cones shall be used at all times when the
asphalt truck is stopped and performing repairs to the road.
The spacing of the signs and cones are to be conducive with
the posted speed limit of the road.

2.

Hearing protection is to be worn by all members of the work
crew when the jackhammer and/or the compacting unit are in
use.

3.

All occupants of the work zone shall wear a minimum of Type II
vest and eye protection.

VIII. LOCKOUT/TAGOUT
The rules and procedures of Lockout/Tagout are mandatory for all City of
Yukon employees engaged in service, repairs or making adjustments or
modifications to systems or equipment capable of causing injury from
stored or direct energy release from a power source.
A.

Securing and Placement
1.

Locks, tags, chains, cables, wedges, key blocks, adapter pins,
self-locking fasteners or other hardware shall be used for
isolating, securing or blocking of machines or equipment from
energy sources.

2.

Lockout and tagout devices shall be singularly identified, shall
be the only devices used for controlling energy and shall not be
used for other purposes.

3.

A lock and tag will be placed on the switch, handle, lever,
valve or other control at or on the power source by each
employee working on the equipment or system. After the
equipment has been locked out, the ON/OFF button or control
must be activated to insure that the equipment is not operable
from an alternate source of power. The OFF button or control
must be activated last to insure that the equipment does not
restart when the power source is turned on.

4.

Systems being worked on that have residual or stored energy,
such as pressure tanks or accumulators, must have the pressure
drained or neutralized before the work proceeds.

5.

As each employee completes a job, he must remove only his
own lock and tag. Removing the lock and tag of another
employee is expressly prohibited and may result in disciplinary
action.
The last person to work on the equipment or system will inspect
the work area to insure that all nonessential items have been
removed and to insure that the machine or equipment
components are operationally intact.

6.

B.

7.

The last person to work on the equipment will also notify the
supervisor in charge, certifies that the work is complete and
that normal operation may resume. He may remove the last
lock and tag at this time.

8.

Whenever outside servicing personnel are to be engaged in
activities covered by this procedure, the on-site supervisor and
the outside employer shall inform the other of his respective
lockout/tagout procedures. The on-site supervisor shall insure
that his personnel understand and comply with the restrictions
and prohibitions of the outside employer's energy control
procedures.

Testing
When it becomes necessary to test or reposition equipment or
components, the following procedure shall be followed:

C.

1.

Clear the machine of tools and materials.

2.

Make sure there are no employees in the immediate area.

3.

Remove the lockout or tagout devices.

4.

Energize and proceed with testing or positioning.

5.

De-energize all systems.

6.

Reapply energy control measures to continue maintenance.

Requirements for Lockout/Tagout Devices
1.

Lockout and tagout devices shall be capable of withstanding
the environment to which they are exposed for the maximum
time that exposure is expected.

2.

Tagout devices shall be constructed and printed so that
exposure to weather conditions or wet and damp locations will
not cause the tag to deteriorate or the message on the tag to
become illegible. Tags and their messages shall not deteriorate
when used in corrosive environments.

3.

Tagout devices shall warn against hazardous conditions if the
machine or equipment is energized and shall include a legend
such as: "Do Not Start," "Do Not Open," "Do Not Energize," "Do
Not Operate," etc.

4.

The tag must show the date, time, name and telephone
number of the person affixing it. Tags must be installed with one
non-reusable piece of all-environment-tolerant nylon cable tie
or the equivalent.

5.

Locks used for lockout procedures must be identified by a onehalf- inch wide yellow band around the body of the lock. Keys
for these locks must have yellow heads. Cables, chains and
other lockout materials must be painted yellow for high visibility.

6.

Locks, keys and tags may be issued through the Department
Head or designated supervisor.

7.

Lockout/tagout training must be done annually to remain in
compliance with federal regulations.

IX. HAZARDOUS COMMUNICATION
The purpose of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's
hazard communication standard (OSHA, 29 CFR 1910.1200) is to establish
uniform requirements to make sure that the hazards of all chemicals
produced, imported or used with the United States manufacturing sector
are evaluated and that this hazard information is transmitted to affected
employers and employees.
As part of the Global Harmonizing System (GHS), the chemical
manufacturers and imports must convey hazard information to purchasers
by means of labels and Safety Data Sheets referred to as SDS.
All substances shall be handled in accordance with established SDSs. The
Safety Data Sheets and a Chemical Information List of all chemicals used
by the employees shall be maintained in a file and in the work area of the
Department where the hazardous substances are used. The Risk Manger
maintains a master file of all Safety Data Sheets and a Chemical
Information List of all chemicals used by the employees. The Fire
Department also maintains Safety Data Sheets and a Chemical
Information List of all chemicals used by City employees and, when
possible, the private sector of the City.
Supervisors:
The Oklahoma Hazard Communication Standard requires that employers
maintain medical records for thirty (30) years beyond termination or
retirement dates of those employees exposed to chemicals during their
employment. The "Record of Alleged Chemical Exposure" form shall be
filled out for each incident. A copy of the appropriate SDS will be
attached to the report.
All department inventories and SDS chemical library can be found on the
(K) drive in the folder named Chemical Inventory- SDS.
A.

Chlorine Gas
1.

A work place using chlorine gas shall handle, store and
maintain chlorine cylinders in accordance with the Chlorine
Manual provided by the Chlorine Institute.

B.

2.

Only self-contained breathing apparatus shall be used in areas
containing high concentrations of chlorine gas.

3.

Rooms containing Chlorine or Sulfur Dioxide have automated
monitoring and ventilation. At no time is the ventilation or
alarms for this system to be disabled unless expressly authorized
by the Chief Operator.

3.

All hazardous substance spills and major chlorine leaks shall be
reported immediately to the Yukon Fire Department Hazardous
Material Unit and personnel and agencies listed on the
Emergency Notification list for chlorine leaks.

Paints and Solvents
1.

Smoking is prohibited.

2.

All sources of ignition in the vicinity of the paint and/or solvents
shall be eliminated.

3.

All motors, fixtures and other electrical devices in painting areas
shall be of an explosion-proof type.

4.

All exhaust ducts shall be bonded and grounded, and the
exhaust fans made of a nonferrous material.

5.

The proper types and sizes of fire extinguisher shall be provided
in spray painting and solvent areas.

6.

Ventilation shall be adequate to remove flammable and
injurious substances from the atmosphere.

7.

Painting equipment and systems shall be inspected daily and
periodically while in use to prevent malfunctions. The air
pressure shall be checked to see that it is within proper
operating limits.

8.

Hand operated pressure regulators shall be installed to maintain
proper operating pressure for various jobs.

9.

Booths shall be provided with ample sprinkler heads and shall
be frequently inspected and cleaned.

C.

10.

Personnel shall wear proper
equipment while spray painting.

respirators

and

protective

11.

Floors, equipment and other surfaces shall be cleaned daily.

12.

Storing or eating food in the spraying area is prohibited.

13.

All persons employed in areas where paints and solvents are
used or mixed shall be instructed to wash hands thoroughly
before eating.

14.

Mixing paint shall be done in a fire resistant room provided with
drains for spillage.

15.

Paints and solvents shall be stored in a room isolated from the
actual spraying process.

16.

Rags, waste and solvent-impregnated substances shall be
disposed of daily in metal containers outside of the building or
by other approved methods.

17.

Protective clothing and equipment shall be stored in ventilated
metal lockers outside of the paint shop or area.

Potentially Hazardous Situations
1.

Three Person Policy: Whenever an individual is required to
perform his duties in a potentially hazardous situation, the three
person policy shall be mandatory. Work place supervisors will
determine when the three person policy is in effect.

2.

Two Person Policy: Anytime the two person policy is in effect,
there shall be a minimum of two persons assigned to the task.
One individual shall be designated as a safety observer. The
safety observer shall be positioned out of the hazard area in
such a way that he keeps the fellow worker in view at all times.
The safety observer shall also insure that a proper means of
rescue is available in case of an accident.

X. CONFINED SPACE ENTRY
The OSHA standard defines "Confined space" as any area large enough
and so configured that an employee can bodily enter and perform
assigned work but has limited means for entry and exit and is not designed
for continuous occupancy. Entry is defined as "placing any part of your
body through the opening of a permit space." The employee(s) or
entrant(s) must be knowledgeable of the hazards that may be
encountered during and throughout the duration of entry. No employee
shall enter a confined space until they have received training for Confined
Space Entry.
A.

Atmospheric Conditions
1.

Use only approved equipment, and maintain and calibrate all
testers according to the manufactures' specifications. The first
atmospheric test should be performed by remote probe before
anyone enters the space. All areas and levels of the space
should be tested.

2.

Oxygen deficient atmospheres have less than 19.5% available
oxygen. Atmospheres that have more than 23.5% oxygen by
volume must be ventilated and retested before entry. To guard
against the atmosphere becoming unsafe while work is in
progress, retest atmosphere periodically and monitor
atmosphere continuously.

If conditions become unacceptable evacuate the space
immediately, cancel the permit and stop the work until the problem
is corrected.
B.

Permit-Required Confined Space
A permit-required confined space contains or has a potential to
contain a hazardous atmosphere or any other recognized serious
safety or health hazard.
If a confined space is vacated for any length of time re-test
atmosphere before reentry. In areas where chlorine lines or tanks
are routed or mounted, a confined space entry permit is required.
All lift stations, wells, pit vaults, manholes, and obstructed drainage
culverts are considered permit required confined spaces due to

emersion, electrical, engulfment hazards and hazards that are
unable to be determined without atmospheric testing and constant
monitoring.
Permit required confined spaces requires the use of specific
equipment and procedures. An employee that is not trained and
certified to enter a confined space SHALL NOT enter a confined
space for any length of time.
Prior to entry into a permit-required confined space, it shall be
established the roles of each participant of the entry team. At a
minimum, there is to be an entrant, and attendant, and a safety
person. A permit must be filled out by the attendant/supervisor prior
to the entry. An authorized permit form is to be used.
Atmospheric monitoring is to be performed initially and then
continue to be monitored by the entrant through the use of a
portable monitor.
If for any reason conditions change in or around the confined
space, the entrants are to exit the space and the permit be
terminated. (This includes, but is not limited to, monitor activation,
communication malfunction, attendant leaving the area, etc). Any
additional identified hazards must be recognized as the reason for
termination, resolved, and a new permit used for re-entry.
All permit forms are to be kept together upon completion of the job
task and filed with the supervisor of the department.
Note: See Appendix at the back of this manual for a copy of Confined Space
Program/Permit.

C.

Non-Permit-Required Confined Space
"Non-permit confined space" is defined as any area that does not
contain or, with respect to atmospheric hazards, have the potential
to contain any hazard capable of causing death or serious physical
harm. All spaces shall be considered permit-required confined
spaces until the pre-entry procedures demonstrate otherwise.
A non-permit confined space checklist must be filled out before
entry.

Non-permit confined spaces shall be checked for safe atmosphere
prior to the first entry on any shift due to hazards beyond our control
such as possible natural gas line leaks or toxic spills and releases.
The Risk Manager must be notified and/or consulted with to
determine if a confined space is able to be considered as a “nonpermit” space.
D.

Hot Work Permit
Written authorization must be obtained to perform operations
capable of providing a source of ignition such as riveting, welding,
cutting, burning and heating.
Manhole Operations:
The minimum crew for a worker to enter a collection system
manhole is three (3) workers:
1. the worker who enters the space
2. the lifeline attendant
3. the assistant/standby on the surface
Should it become necessary for the standby person to leave the
confined space opening for any reason, the confined space will be
evacuated until the standby person is again in place.
The arrangement of safety and other equipment is generally
accomplished by the entire crew; however, a support crew may be
necessary to direct traffic and provide other needed assistance. It is
the supervisor's responsibility to assure that the employees
accomplish the following nine steps:
1.

The manhole safety enclosure is placed around the manhole
when needed.

2.

Know the conditions in the manhole before any ventilating. Test
for explosive mixtures before removing the manhole cover.
Removal of the cover may produce a spark which could cause
an explosion. The portable explosivity/oxygen alarm system
must be calibrated before removing the manhole cover. Test
the manhole from top to bottom for oxygen deficiency,
explosive and toxic (hydrogen sulfide) gases.

3.

If an explosive atmosphere is discovered in a manhole:
a.

Immediately notify your supervisor that an explosive
condition has been discovered and provide the location
and as many details as possible.
Request notification of Police and Fire Departments.

b.

Do not remove the manhole cover.

c.

Turn off any running engines in the vicinity that could
cause a spark.

d.

Route vehicles around manhole using cones, flags and
barricades, and then reroute traffic off the street if
conditions warrant.

e.

Inspect upstream and downstream manholes for explosive
conditions to determine the extent of the problem.
Notify industrial waste inspectors and wastewater
treatment plant operators.

f.
g.

Attempt to locate the source of the problem.

h.

Ventilate the system using a large blower to eliminate the
explosive hazard. Try ventilating from a safe upstream or
downstream manhole in order to keep workers and
equipment away from the explosive conditions.

i.

Insure No Smoking in the area.

4.

Always use approved manhole lifts (never hands) to remove or
replace a manhole cover.

5.

Open manholes upstream and downstream from the
immediate work area to encourage natural ventilation of
wastewater. Cover open manholes with grating and place
barricades around manholes to warn traffic and pedestrians.

6.

Clean any loose debris from the area immediately around the
manhole opening, including the manhole ring and lid ledge.

E.

7.

Start the ventilation blower, and blow out the manhole
atmosphere and check for gas and oxygen content prior to
entry. The blower should be located in an area upwind of the
manhole and at least ten feet (10') from the manhole opening.
If the blower has a gas driven engine, the exhaust must be
downwind from the manhole. Place the air intake to the
blower from two to five feet above the ground surface,
depending on conditions (higher for dusty ground surfaces).
Exhaust or pull air from the downstream manhole if possible.

8.

Once the person going into the hole has donned the safety
harness and has the lifeline attached, the supervisor or other
people on the crew should check it for proper fit and
attachment.

9.

Continue to use the alarm system to test for oxygen deficiency
and explosive gases in the manhole during the entire time the
worker is in the manhole.

Manhole Entry Dangers and Precautions
1.

Disinfectants
Personal protective equipment must meet OSHA standards and
be kept in good condition. In cases where a manhole that
must be entered is located reasonably close to the discharge
of a hospital, venereal treatment center, clinical laboratory,
surgical facility or veterinary clinic, a disinfectant may be
required in the manhole and the upstream line one or two
hours ahead of scheduled entry. While this action may result in
other problems and strong odors in the manhole, this may be
recommended procedure rather than risk exposure to the
diseases which are possible in such manholes.
Because
disinfectants are poisons, entry into a manhole when the odor
of a disinfectant is present should be avoided until the proper
precautions are taken.
Most state and local health departments have laws and
regulations that prevent the discharge of infectious wastes into
wastewater collection systems until after they have been
disinfected. However, contact should be made with the
medical officer in charge of any medical facility immediately

upstream from manholes and sewers in which work must be
done. This person can explain the disinfection procedures used
by the medical facility, indicate if the threat to health is greater
than usual and recommend any special precautions or
disinfectants that may be necessary.
2.

Protective Clothing
As much of a person's skin as possible shall be covered with
clothing that will prevent scrapes and abrasions. No one shall
ever be permitted in a manhole that has once been in service
unless fully clothed with shoes, gloves and long sleeves.
Selection of clothing depends on actual working conditions
such as the temperature and the job to be done. Gloves are
usually recommended and hands are to be cleaned or
scrubbed thoroughly before smoking or eating after leaving a
manhole.

F.

Rescue Procedures
On-site rescue equipment must be in place before entering a permit
area. Rescue equipment usually includes but is not limited to the
following:
- a retrieval line attached to a body harness
- hoisting equipment when vertical exits required

In the event of an emergency rescue, the Fire Department must be
summoned immediately, with the only exception being that of a life or
death situation. Under no circumstances should an attempt be made to
enter a confined space to rescue any person without following the
required safety procedures which includes wearing the appropriate
personal protective equipment and using the required retrieval equipment
and procedures.

XI. SOLID WASTE COLLECTION
A.

B.

Possible Hazards
1.

Being caught in pinch points created by packer mechanism
when functioning at different levels than the truck body itself.

2.

Being struck by particles thrown out of the hopper during
compaction cycles.

3.

Injury from incorrect handling of containers or from improper
lifting.

4.

Injury caused by jumping off or being thrown from the moving
truck.

5.

Injury caused by items in the refuse containers.

Vehicle Operation and Safety Procedures
1.

The equipment operator shall inspect the vehicle and auxiliary
equipment before, during and after operation. Operators must
submit proper reports of malfunction or mechanical defects to
their immediate supervisor. Use the daily inspection checklist.

2.

Pay particular attention to hydraulic lines. If any leakage or
chaffing occurs do not use the equipment until it has been
checked and released by a City mechanic.

3.

Make sure that all turnbuckles securing the hopper on rearloading packer trucks are clinched before leaving the yard and
after dumping loads.

4.

Always place the transmission in "neutral" or "park" before
starting the engine.

5.

Avoid backing the vehicle whenever possible. If a second
person is in the vehicle, it is mandatory for him to get out and
guide the vehicle back using appropriate hand signals and
voice signals. If the driver is alone and backing is the only
alternative, he will get out of the vehicle and inspect the rear
before backing, while traveling forward through narrowly

restricted roadways.
In vehicles equipped with backing camera:
-Continue to check and use all mirrors.
-Back as slowly as possible a short distance until able to
move forward.
-If a second person is in the vehicle that is equipped with
camera, then it is mandatory they exit vehicle to perform
the duty as spotter.
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C.

6.

Equipment operators must be alert to overhead wires,
structures, trees, etc., to insure adequate clearance when lifting
refuse containers or driving under them.

7.

Operate in a smooth, even manner, avoiding sudden or violent
jolts. Avoid sudden starts and stops. Be cautious of bumps, dips
and turns.

8.

When stopping for an appreciable length of time, park at the
curb to keep traffic lanes free. Avoid blocking driveways and
turn on flasher lights.

9.

Operate refuse collection vehicles only on the right side of the
center when streets are zoned for two-way traffic.

General Route Collection
1.
2.

When working in the street, wear high-visibility safety apparel
such as reflective vests or harnesses.
Wear safety shoes or high-top safety boots. Use sturdy work
gloves with leather palm guards. Wear safety glasses or
goggles if you wear glasses.

3.

When lifting and lowering refuse containers, make sure that no
other personnel are in the path of the lift. In the event that a
container dislodges inside the hopper, lower the lift and remove
the container. Get assistance if needed. Never step between
the lifts if someone is at the controls of either lift.

4.

Never reach inside hopper when compactor is running. Never
step on the edge of the hopper to clean behind the scoop or

enter into the compaction area unless the PTO of the truck is
disengaged and the engine is shut off.

D.

5.

Do not ride on the running boards of the refuse truck between
stops unless authorized to do so. Keep arms and legs within the
body lines of the vehicle.

6.

Do not travel to the disposal site with refuse in the hopper.

Compaction Safety Procedures
1.

Engage the power take-off only when signaled by the refuse
collector working at the truck's rear.

2.

When two collectors are loading refuse into the hopper, one
must be designated to operate the compaction controls. As
operator, be aware of the entire hopper or loading area during
the cycle. Any possible hazard should initiate a hold and
reversal of the procedure. Do not operate the compaction
controls unless the other collector is in sight.

3.

Avoid flying particles during the compaction cycles when the
hopper is not covered by the safety door. To absorb flying
particles, hazardous items should be covered with other soft or
loose wastes before cycling.
Of particular concern are
cathode ray tubes or fluorescent light tubes and glass
containers that might hold residues of corrosive, toxic or
otherwise harmful liquids. (Which should never be compacted)

4.

Avoid overloading the hopper because the packer blade or
sweep panel will not be able to handle all of the refuse being
cycled.

5.

Position boards, sticks, glass, etc. in the hopper so that no
portion extends over the sill. Stand at the side of the truck
(clear of the hopper opening) when solid wastes are being
compacted. Otherwise the packer plate may snap the object
and propel it in any direction.

6.

Never move any article extending into the hopper, push refuse
into the hopper or place any part of your body in the path of
the machinery once it has been activated.

E.

7.

Never place any part of your body into the hopper or side
access doors or enter hopper or cargo area for inspection or
maintenance when power is on. Turn the engine off and put
the key in your pocket before entering.

8.

Do not pass or work under any elevated equipment or its part,
such as a raised tailgate or a raised container on a front loader,
unless that part is safely supported. The support must be of
sufficient strength to hold the part and maintain support if the
vehicle moves or if equipment or hydraulic failure occurs.

9.

When disengaging the power take-off, shut the motor off and
remove the ignition key to lock out the power. Put the key in
your pocket. Place a tag at the key position which reads: "This
machine may not be activated without permission of (your
name)." The tag must remain while any person has any part of
his body within a hopper or cargo space. The tag must be
removed only by the person who placed it.

Unloading Mobile Packer Unit Safety Procedures
1.

2.
3.
4.

Follow the directions of disposal site attendants unless they
would result in personal injury or vehicle damage. Pass to the
right of the attendant's booth when entering or leaving the
landfill area. Do not enter through the exit when the entrance
lane is blocked by another vehicle(s).
Drive over soft ground in low gear.
Examine the landfill surface for sharp objects that could
puncture/cut tires or wires that could tangle in the drive train
before proceeding with the disposal.
Put truck into proper unloading position and stop truck
completely before unfastening turnbuckles or latches.

5.

Make sure that all persons are clear of the vehicle before
releasing the tailgate assembly and before discharging the
load.

6.

Never get under or allow anyone else under a raised tailgate.

7.

Raise the cargo body in a smooth even manner.

F.

8.

While unloading, drivers must inspect the vehicle for such
defects as cracks, broken welds and leaking hydraulic lines.

9.

Never allow the truck to be pushed if it becomes stuck; have
the truck pulled.

Fire Precautions and Procedures
With the front end loader, one of the most serious emergencies is a
fire. There are usually two different types of fires of which the driver
should be aware:
1.
Between the cab and truck body:
The area between the cab and the truck body is the most likely
place for a fire to begin. The transmission is located between
the cab and the truck body and gets extremely hot. The
hydraulic fluid reservoir, which is combustible, is located toward
the top of the truck body and is also in the area near the cab.
When containers are dumped, trash can fall between the cab
and the truck body. Trash behind the packer blade can also
be forced out and drop onto the transmission.
PREVENTION: Keep the area between the cab and truck body
as free from trash and papers as possible. Report any hydraulic
leaks in that area immediately.
ACTION: Keep a fully loaded fire extinguisher mounted on the
driver's side of the truck body, away from this area, or in the
cab of the truck.
Follow procedures and instruction for
extinguishing this type of a fire.
2.

Fire in the truck body:
Sometimes a container is dumped that contains something
flammable or smoldering which ignites when packing back the
load. The first sign of a fire in the body of the truck will probably
be smoke coming out of the hopper, the tailgate seals or
around the packer blade.
PREVENTION: A fire in the truck body is difficult to prevent
because you cannot see what you dump into the hopper.

ACTION: (1) Immediately run the packer blade back as tight as
possible against the load and leave it there. By packing back
the load you cut off the oxygen to the fire and slow it down. (2)
Check on the amount of smoke or presence of flames. (3)
Report the fire to your supervisor or dispatcher and give details.
If smoke continues to get worse:
a.
b.
c.

Report to your dispatcher. Notify the Fire Department. Be
prepared to give your location, severity of the fire, etc.
Immediately find an appropriate place, preferably out of
trafic, and dump the load.
Immediately pull the truck away from the load once all the
load has been dumped.

XII. WELDING AND EQUIPMENT
A.

B.

Precautions and Safety Procedures
1.

Keep welding leads and primary power leads clear of ladders,
passageways or doors. Do not place leads and cables used to
conduct power to portable welding units where machines or
trucks may run over them. Do not allow leads to run through
standing water.

2.

Repair or replace defective cable immediately. Use locking
joint-insulated cable connectors with a capacity equaling or
exceeding that of the cable. Disconnect the power before
splicing any cable. No repairs are permitted within ten feet
(10') of the rod holder.

3.

Do not allow the power supply cable used for portable welding
units to become entangled with the welding cables or to be
near enough to the welding operation to sustain damage to
insulation from sparks or hot metal.

4.

Do not start welding unless all electrical connections are secure
and the welding machine frame is well grounded.

5.

Disconnect the welding machine from its power supply and
store the cables when it is to be left unattended.

6.

Remove rod from rod holder when welding is complete. Do not
store the welding cable with the rod in the holder.

7.

Never perform welding or cutting tasks without a portable fire
extinguisher immediately available.
Always check the
extinguisher for charge prior to beginning work.

Personal Protection
1.

Do not strike an arc unless a face shield or helmet protects the
face and eyes of everyone nearby or a non-flammable screen
is placed around the work area.

2.

Be certain the face shield is light, tight and adequately protects
the eyes, head, face and neck.

3.

Inspect personal protective equipment before beginning to
weld.

4.

In welding or in handling any molten metal, the hazard of infrared radiation may be present in addition to the risk of molten
metal splash. Filter lenses are used to reduce the radiant
energy transmitted to the eye. All filter lenses and plates shall
meet the test for transmission of radiant energy prescribed in
ANSI Z87.1, 1968, American National Standard Practice for
Occupational and Educational Eye and Face Protection.

5.

Welders shall wear spectacle goggles under the welding shields
when chipping slag. Although goggles and eye shields are
available to fit over ordinary eyeglasses, those with prescription
ground safety lenses are recommended for the employee who
must wear eye protection the major portion of the time on the
job.
Wear good gauntlet type leather gloves which can be easily
removed.

6.
7.

Wear high top shoes, preferably of the unlaced, boot type to
prevent weld spatter burns on feet or ankles. Do not perform
welding or cutting with pants legs tucked into the tops of boots.

8.

Weld only in a dry place with dry equipment. If conditions are
otherwise the supervisor should approve the operation.

9.

Keep dry and use special precautions to insulate the body
when clothing is wet from perspiration or other moisture.

10.

Keep shirt sleeves buttoned and pockets closed to avoid
catching dangerous weld spatter.

11.

Weld with insulated electrode holder. Remove electrode stubs
from the holder only when the body is not in contact with the
work. Place holders that are not is use where they will not
come in contact with workers or other metal objects.

12.

Do not weld in confined quarters without first installing positive
ventilation to assure a good supply of fresh air.

13.

C.

When welding or cutting brass, bronze, galvanized steel,
cadmium-coated steel or metals coated with lead or zincbearing paint make sure that appreciable quantities of the
fumes are not breathed. An exhaust system to remove toxic
gases at their source is recommended. If this is not possible,
adequate respiratory protection shall be used.

Use of Compressed Oxygen
1.

Never permit oil or grease to come into contact with oxygen
cylinders, valves, regulators, gages and fittings.
Oxygen
combines on contact with such substances explosively.

2.

Do not handle oxygen cylinders or apparatus with oily hands or
gloves.

3.

Never use oxygen from a cylinder without reducing the pressure
through a suitable regulator intended for that purpose.

4.

Keep the protective cap in place until the cylinder is ready to
be connected.

5.

After removing the valve cap, twist the valve handle for an
instant to clear the opening of particles of dust or dirt.

6.

Avoid the use of a wrench on valves equipped with hand
wheels. Do not use force to open. Return the cylinder to the
supplier if it cannot be operated by hand.

7.

Make sure that the adjusting screw of the regulator is released
after attaching it and before the cylinder valve is opened.
Open the cylinder valve slowly. Never permit oxygen to enter
the regulator suddenly.

8.
9.

Close the cylinder valve and release all gas from the regulator
before the regulator is removed.

10.

Do not permit sparks or flame from the welding or cutting torch
to come into contact with the cylinder.

D.

E.

11.

Never interchange oxygen regulators, hoses or other
appliances with similar equipment intended for use with other
gases.

12.

Open the cylinder valve fully when the cylinder is in use.

13.

Never use oxygen as a substitute for compressed air.
dangerous and can be deadly.

It is

Storage of Compressed Oxygen
1.

Do not store cylinders near flammable materials especially oil,
grease or any substance likely to cause or accelerate fire.
Oxygen is not flammable but it supports combustion. Cylinders
must be capped.

2.

Oxygen cylinders must be chained to a firm support whether
empty or full and whether in use or idle.

Use of Acetylene
1.

Acetylene cylinders must be used and stored in an upright
position.

2.

Keep sparks and flames away from acetylene cylinders. Do not
hang lit or unlit torches from regulators attached to the
cylinders.

3.

Never attempt to use acetylene from the cylinder without the
use of regulators.

4.

Never pass acetylene from cylinders through blowpipes or
torches without having a suitable regulator attached to the
cylinder.

5.

After removing the valve cap, open the valve for an instant to
clear away particles of dust/dirt.

6.

Release the adjusting screw of the regulator after it is attached
and before the cylinder valve is opened.

F.

7.

Cylinder valves must never be opened more than 1/4 to 1/2
turn.

8.

Close the cylinder valve and release all gas from regulator
before removing it from a cylinder.

9.

Never interchange acetylene regulators, hoses or other
appliances with similar equipment intended for use with other
gases.

10.

Close the valves and put caps in place to prevent leaks when
replacing, storing or returning empty cylinders.

11.

Use soapy water to test for acetylene leaks.

12.

Be aware that the pressure in an acetylene cylinder does not
accurately indicate the amount of gas contained.
The
quantity is determined by the weight of the cylinder and its
contents.

Storage of Acetylene
1.

Store reserve stocks of acetylene cylinders at least twenty feet
(20') away from reserve stocks of oxygen cylinders.

2.

All stored cylinders shall have protective caps installed.

3.

All cylinders must be at a minimum chained to a solid structure
to prevent the cylinders from falling over.

XIII. BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS
A.

Definition
As explained in OSHA, 29 CFR Section 1910.1030, "Occupational
Exposure means reasonably anticipated skin, eye, mucous
membrane or parenteral contact with blood or other potentially
infectious materials that may result from the performance of an
employee's duties."
Bloodborne Pathogens are microorganisms that are present in the
human blood and can cause disease in humans. These pathogens
include, but are not limited to, Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) and Human
Immuno-deficiency Virus (HIV). When there is a possibility of an
occupational exposure, appropriate personal protective equipment
shall be provided by the City.
Supervisors:
Accurate records for each employee with an occupational
exposure must be completed and the records required shall be kept
for the duration of employment plus thirty (30) years in accordance
with 29 CFR 1910.20.
It shall be the supervisors' responsibility to ensure that all employees
with occupational exposure participate in a training program at the
time of initial assignment to tasks where occupational exposure may
take place and at least annually thereafter.
Employees:
It is the responsibility of the employee to utilize proper protective
equipment.

XIV. FIRE PREVENTION AND PROTECTION
A.

B.

General Fire Prevention
1.

Store flammable liquids in appropriate storage cabinets.

2.

Never store a corrosive with flammables. Always refer to the
Material Safety Data Sheet (SDS) of a chemical prior to
determination of where it is to be stored.

3.

Keep combustible materials such as wood, paper, etc. from
areas where hot work such as welding, metal cutting is to be
performed.

4.

Smoking is not allowed in any building on City of Yukon
property. Never smoke on work sites in proximity to areas where
flammable chemicals or gases are being used or there is a
potential of exposure to natural gas or propane.

5.

Never use a cutting torch or welder in an area of dry
vegetation without the expressed permission of the department
head.

Portable Fire Extinguishers
1.

All portable fire extinguishers are to be inspected annually by a
licensed vendor to insure operability and compliance with
local, state, and federal regulations.

2.

All portable fire extinguishers are to be inspected monthly by a
competent person to maintain such operability and
compliance. Record of inspection must be noted on tag of
extinguisher.

3.

Any portable fire extinguisher found to be in a condition other
than acceptable by the following guidelines is to be removed
immediately from service and turned into the appropriate
supply officer for replacement. (If the extinguisher is for a
vehicle, the extinguisher must be replaced immediately with an
acceptable unit prior to the vehicle being used)

Guidelines:
a.
b.
c.
d.
C.

Needle of gauge must read in the green section of the
gauge.
The pin is to be properly inserted into the handle and the
plastic tie must secure the pin in the locking position.
Handle and trigger must be free of defects.
Hose and nozzle must be pliable and free of cracks or
splits.

Portable Fire Extinguisher Use
Portable fire extinguishers are intended to extinguish small fires
and run out very quickly. ANY fire is to be reported immediately
to the Fire Department by contacting 911. To use a portable
extinguisher, the employee must remember to use the P.A.S.S.
acronym.
Pull the pin out of the handle.
Aim the nozzle towards the base of the flame
Squeeze the trigger
Sweep side to side across the base of the flame
It is required that any extinguisher discharged for ANY reason is
reported to the Risk Manager and the extinguisher is to be
taken immediately out of service for recharge and/or
replacement.

XV.OTHER PRECAUTIONS
A.

Working in Hot Weather
Heat disorders can cause safety problems by reducing strength and
alertness. It can cause a person to become disoriented and
interferes with the ability to think clearly.
1.

2.

3.

Heat Cramps
a.

Cause: loss of salt from the body or drinking large amounts
of liquid too quickly.

b.

Signs/Symptoms: paleness, perspiration, rapid breathing,
loss of appetite, dizziness.

c.

Treatment: move to a cool area, give sips of cool water,
massage cramped muscles if tolerable.

Heat Exhaustion (most common)
a.

Cause: pooling of blood in blood vessels under skin
because of rush to surface in attempt to cool the body.

b.

Signs/Symptoms: paleness, perspiration, rapid breathing,
loss of appetite, dizziness, weakness, feelings of faintness.

c.

Treatment: move to a cool place but do not allow the
body to chill, give cool water, loosen clothing, lie down if
feeling faint, elevate feet, seek medical treatment.

Heat Stroke/Sun Stroke (most serious)
a.

Cause: physical activity in hot humid weather, body
doesn't sweat so heat can not be released through the
skin and body temperature rises (commonly occurs over
the age of 40).

b.

Signs/Symptoms: skin very red, hot and dry, no perspiration,
temperature 106 - 112 degrees, often unconscious and

possibly convulsive. This can be a life and death situation.
Contact 9-1-1 immediately.
4.

Prevention
a.

Adjust to hot temperatures gradually if possible. Avoid
going from air conditioned areas to physical exertion in
hot areas.

b.
c.

Wear loose clothing.
Drink lots of water to replace fluid that has been lost
through perspiration.

d.

Eat lightly, avoid alcohol (the use of salt tablets is not
medically recommended).
Allow your body short "cool off" periods.

e.
B.

Working in Cold Weather
The following information may not be relevant to all municipal
departments, however, the data provides good personal
information and must be reviewed by all employees. The following
should serve as a guideline for assessing whether or not non-vital
services should continue to be performed during periods of extreme
cold.
There are situations where no condition of weather will force work to
be stopped. Non-essential services within emergency response
departments should be considered for curtailment during extreme
temperature or wind chill periods. When the air temperature is
below freezing, wind effect speeds the freezing process.
1.

Evaluation Procedures:
a.

Assess the necessity of performing the particular task at the
particular time.

b.

Assuming the task must be done, determine if the
employees are properly dressed and protected from the
elements.

c.

Determine what method the employee will have available
to get warm periodically while the task is being performed.

d.

If the chill factor is in the "Danger" zone, special clothing is
required and protection from the effects of the chill must
be used.

e.

If the chill factor is in the "Great Danger" zone, only life and
health safety tasks will be considered with special
consultation with the Department Head and City Attorney.

f.

In the "Danger" zone, certain tasks may be impossible due
to wind or temperature. However, the general policy for
non-life and safety tasks will be that cold weather
considerations will be implemented anytime the reported
wind chill falls below -25 degrees Fahrenheit.
Individual departments may establish separate conditions
based on wind chill factors as they affect specific tasks.

g.

Hypothermia
Hypothermia is caused when the body loses more heat than it
generates. In the beginning the victim will feel chilly, tired and
irritable.
As hypothermia progresses, the victim will shiver
uncontrollably. The victim may begin acting strange, stumble or
collapse. At this point, if the shivering stops, the hypothermia victim
may be close to death. The goal at this point is to minimize heat loss
and add heat while waiting for medical attention.
Immediate Treatment:
Get the victim into a heated environment. Remove any wet
clothing. Submerge victim in warm water (100 degrees to 105
degrees) if possible. Use your own body heat to warm victim if
no other heat source is available. Do not leave the victim
alone; stay until medical attention arrives.
Frostbite
Frostbite is indicated by cold, numb or painful skin which becomes
hard and grayish-white in appearance as it progresses.
Immediate Treatment:

Move the victim into a warmer environment. Warm the
affected body parts (if fingers are affected, the hand may be
placed under the armpit). Obtain medical treatment as soon
as possible.
C.

Burns
There are three sources of burns:
1) Heat burns - caused by flame or heat
2) Chemical burns - caused by irritating chemicals
3) Electrical burns - caused by an electric current
Burns can be painful or painless, according to degree. Severity may
not be obvious for up to 24 hours and infection may occur if
improperly treated. Burns of fingers, genitals and eyes require
medical attention. Remember, heat may cause the airway to swell
resulting in difficulty breathing. If you suspect airway involvement,
seek medical attention for the victim immediately.
Call 9-1-1 immediately

1.

First Degree Symptoms:
 redness
 swelling
 pain

Treatment: Apply cool wet compresses or immerse in cool fresh water and
continue until pain subsides; leave uncovered.
2.

Second Degree Symptoms:
 deep redness of skin
 blisters
 swelling over several days
 very painful.

Treatment: Apply cool wet compresses or immerse in cool fresh (preferably
sterile) water if possible. Elevate burned area. Dry with clean cloth and
cover with sterile non-adhesive dressing. Do not break the blisters.
3.

Third Degree Symptoms:
 dry leathery skin
 no pain

 charring of skin edges
Treatment: Elevate burned area higher than the victim's heart. If face is
burned have the person sit up. Cover burn with sterile non-adhesive
dressing. Keep the victim warm. Watch for signs of shock. Seek medical
attention immediately.
D.

Tornado Activity
TORNADO WATCH: Tornado may develop
TORNADO WARNING: Tornado detected; take shelter

When Tornado Warning is announced, all employees should immediately
go to their designated tornado refuge area. All employees should stay in
the tornado refuge area until given the all clear sign.
Connect-CTY Text messaging may be used for City Wide notification.
1.

Action to be taken during tornado activity:
a.

If you must remain above the ground in a building, stay
away from windows. Open the windows about an inch on
the side of the building away from the approaching storm.
Take shelter under heavy furniture in the center area of the
building.

b.

In office buildings or buildings with more than one floor go
to an interior hallway on the lowest floor or a designated
shelter area in that building. The southwest corner is
usually the safest. Do not go to your car.

c.

If you are in a car, drive away from the path of the
approaching storm. Drive to low ground for shelter from
wind-driven objects and stay away from overhead wires.

d.

In open country, move away from the tornado's path at a
right angle. If there is no time, lie flat in the nearest
depression with our hands shielding your head and remain
alert for flash flooding.

E.

Poison Ivy & Poison Oak
All employees should learn to recognize poison ivy, poison oak and
those plants and weeds which might present a danger should you
come in contact with them.
Poison ivy and poison oak contain a lacquerlike resin in their sap that
causes a sensitizing reaction of the skin. Contact may be made by
brushing past the leaves or the bare stems. Contact with exposed
animals, clothing or tools may also induce a reaction. Smoke from
burning ivy plants may carry the resin and affect all uncovered parts
of the body as well as the lungs from inhaling the smoke.
The skin reddens and begins to itch several hours after exposure.
Small watery blisters soon appear. The irritant which causes the itch
rash "locks on" to unprotected skin cells within 20 minutes after
exposure.
Poison Ivy
Poison ivy is generally a climbing and trailing vine plant with a cluster
of three leaves on a stem and often has white berries. It is usually
very brightly colored in the fall.
Poison Oak
Poison oak resembles poison ivy in that it has a cluster of three leaves
on a stem but grows upright with the characteristics of a bush.
Treatment
If you suspect that you came into contact with poison ivy or poison
oak, wash the area as soon as possible with soap and water.
Contact your immediate supervisor if medical attention is required.

F.

Electrical/Extension Cords
Electrical extension cords are used in many office buildings and
worksites, and should be treated with caution. The City of Yukon
wants to remind workers that correct use of extension cords is an
important component of on-the-job electrical safety.

The following are do’s and don’ts for working safely with extension
cords:
Do:









Check cords for damage before use.
Ensure all equipment and extension cords have the mark of an
independent testing laboratory.
Fully insert the plug of an extension cord into an outlet.
Keep extension cords away from water.
Use ground fault circuit interrupters in damp environments.
Store extension cords indoors.
Unplug extension cords when not in use.
Only use extension cords temporarily; permanent wiring should be
installed when use of the cords is no longer temporary.

Don’t:











Use an indoor extension cord in outdoor environments.
Attempt to plug extension cords into one another.
Use an extension cord that has a lower wattage rating than the tool
being used with it.
Overload cords.
Force a plug into an outlet.
Use a wet extension cord.
Overheat an extension cord.
Drive over a cord.
Drag an extension cord.
Place cords under rugs or carpets or in busy areas.
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City of Yukon
Pre/Post Trip Vehicle Inspection
Operator______________________________
Department___________________________
Date__________________________________
Time________________________________
Vehicle No.____________________________
Odometer/Hours_______________________
(CHECK ANY DEFECTIVE ITEMS AND GIVE DETAILS UNDER REMARKS)
Prt = Pre-Trip

Pot= Post-Trip

Prt Pot RR

RR = Requires Repair

Prt Pot RR
Air Compressor
Air Lines
Battery
Belts and Hoses
Body Condition
Brakes
Clutch
Couplings
Defroster / Heater
Drive Line
Engine
Exhaust
Fifth Wheel
Fluid Levels
Frame and Assembly

Front Axle
Fuel Tank(s)
Alternator
Horn
Lights-HL,TL,BL,TS
Strobe / Rotating Light
Mirrors
Muffler
Oil Level
Coolant Level
Rear End
Safety Equipment
Tire Pressure/Cond.
Wheels / Lugs
Windshield / Wipers
Other
Trailer Number:___________________ Type:________________________________
Prt Pot RR
Prt Pot RR
Hitch / Coupler / Pin
Lights (all)
Brakes (if equipped)
Tires / Wheels / Lugs
Tongue Jack / Landing Gear
Decking / Floor
Straps / Chains / Booms
Other
Remarks:_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
****CONDITION OF THE ABOVE VEHICLE IS SATISFACTORY _____________(initial)

DRIVER’S SIGNATURE _____________________________________________________
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CONFINED SPACE PERMIT
Date & Time Issued __________________Date & Time Expired __________

